Abstract. Adult brain structures and complexity emerge from a single layer of neuroepithelial cells that early during the development give rise to neural stem cells (NSCs). NSCs persist in restricted regions of the postnatal brain where they support neurogenesis throughout life thus allowing brain plasticity and adaptation. NSC regulation involves a precise coordination of intrinsic and extrinsic mechanisms that finely modulate the neurogenic process. Here we will discuss new mechanisms of post-transcriptional gene regulation that act in the embryonic and adult brain to regulate NSC maintenance and differentiation. In our recent work we found that the RNAaseIII Drosha not only regulates microRNA production, but also directly affects the stability of mRNAs and thereby controls proteome composition. This non-canonical (miRNA-independent) function of Drosha is central in the maintenance and fate choices made by adult hippocampal NSCs in the healthy brain. We found that Drosha targets the mRNA of the gliogenic transcription factor Nuclear Factor I/B and thereby blocks its expression in the NSCs. In the absence of Drosha, NSCs aberrantly differentiate into oligodendrocytes and are lost leading to an impairment of neurogenesis. Overall these findings reveal an unprecedented Drosha-mediated post-transcriptional mechanism for the regulation of hippocampal NSC potential.
INTRODUCTION
Adult stem cells generate progenies throughout the course of life. However, their fates are usually restricted and they produce specific cell-types in their respective tissue. During brain development NSCs have the capacity to self-renew and give rise to neurons and glia until they transform into parenchymal astrocytes, ependymal cells, or remain as adult stem cells in the two adult niches, the subventricular zone (SVZ) of the wall of the lateral ventricles [1] and the subgranular zone of the hippocampal dentate gyrus (DG) [2] . Adult NSCs have characteristics of astrocytes, including marker expression, and have distinct features in the lateral ventricular and hippocampal neurogenic areas [31] . NSCs in the lateral ventricle produce immature neuroblasts that migrate in chains towards the olfactory bulb where they differentiate into local interneurons [3, 4] , while in the hippocampus NSCs generate glutamatergic granule neurons and parenchymal astrocytes [5, 6] . Moreover, SVZ but not DG NSCs also generate myelinating oligodendrocytes both in physiological condition and upon a demyelinating insult [6] [7] [8] .
In the adult neurogenic niches, fine regulation of the balance between stem cell preservation and production of differentiated progeny is achieved by interactions between extrinsic signals and intrinsic pathways [9] . Cell-intrinsic regulatory mechanisms can take place at the level of transcriptional activity. In addition, recent works have highlighted a crucial role of post-transcriptional control of gene expression in neural progenitors of the developing and adult brain [10] [11] [12] [13] .
MIRNA-INDEPENDENT FUNCTION OF DROSHA DURING NEUROGENESIS
Adult neurogenesis requires fine regulation of signaling pathways and gene expression. The RNaseIII Drosha and the RNA binding protein (RBP) DGCR8 (Pasha in flies and worms) constitute the Microprocessor, a large complex responsible for the biogenesis of most miRNAs. Long primary transcripts (primiRNAs) that contain the local stem-loop structure of the miRNA sequence are processed by the Microprocessor. Drosha crops the pri-miRNA and produces a 60-70 nucleotide (nt) stem-loop pre-miRNA [14] . This pre-miRNA is subsequently exported to the cytoplasm to be further processed by the RNaseIII Dicer, generating a ∼22 nt double-stranded RNA duplex [15] [16] [17] . The mature single-stranded leadmiRNA binds to the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) directing it to complementary mRNA targets resulting in transcript repression either through mRNA cleavage and degradation or inhibition of translation [18, 19] .
Besides the well studied function of miRNAs in the regulation of embryonic and adult NSC maintenance and differentiation, recent work propose an alternate function for the Microprocessor as regulator of embryonic and adult neurogenesis [12, 20, 21] . The first indication that the Drosha can act independent of miRNAs arise from genome-wide studies of Droshaand Dicer-knockdown in Drosophila Schneider S2 cells [22] . Drosha-but not Dicer-knockdown leads to accumulation not only of several miRNA precursors but surprisingly also of mRNAs. Interestingly these Drosha mRNA targets have strongly conserved structural hairpins in their sequences, which can undergo direct cleavage by Drosha [23] . In line with this, the first Microprocessor mRNA-target identified was that of DGCR8/Pasha [22, 24] . DGCR8 mRNA contains hairpins in the coding sequence and the 5' untranslated region (UTR), which are evolutionarily conserved amongst organisms and that are targeted and processed by the Microprocessor [24] . Droshadepletion leads to DGCR8 mRNA accumulation indicating that Drosha inhibits DGCR8 expression in an auto-regulatory mechanism to control Microprocessor levels [22, 24] . Since then, and thanks to the development of novel high-throughput sequencing of RNA isolated by cross-linking immunoprecipitation, the non-canonical function of Drosha on regulation of mRNA has been extended to other cell types, including embryonic stem cells, thymocyte progenitors and dendritic cell progenitors highlighting its relevance in a broad range of biological processes [25] [26] [27] [28] .
During neurogenesis, a fast regulation of the transcriptome and proteome is essential for the maintenance and differentiation of NSCs. Notch signaling in NSCs activates the expression of the transcription factors Hes1 and Hes5, which are required for NSC maintenance by inhibiting the expression of the proneural factors including Neurogenin2 (Ngn2). A sustained expression of Ngn2 induces NSC to differentiate into neurons [29, 30] . Elimination of Drosha or DGCR8 in embryonic NSCs results in a loss of the NSC pool and precocious neuronal differentiation, whereas Dicer-deficiency does not. In this context, Drosha binds to and negatively regulates the stability of the mRNA of the proneural gene Ngn2 and the neural determination factor NeuroD1 and 6, thereby maintaining the NSC pool. Ngn2, NeuroD1 and NeuroD6 mRNAs contain evolutionarily conserved hairpins, which can be bound by Drosha. These data indicate that Drosha facilitates embryonic NSC maintenance by directly blocking the accumulation of mRNAs encoding for neuronal differentiation factors ( Fig. 1) [21] .
DROSHA RESTRICTS ADULT DG NSC POTENTIAL BY TARGETING MRNA OF GLIOGENIC TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR
Adult NSCs in the postnatal brain are multipotent, are instructed by their local niche to divide, and produce neurons, astrocytes and oligodendrocytes, the myelin-producing support cells of the central nervous system [9, 31] . However, the DG NSCs are fate restricted and are able to generate neurons and astrocytes during physiological conditions but they do not generate oligodendrocytes in vivo, suggesting an intrinsic and niche-independent fate restriction that prevents their generation of specific progeny [6, 8, 32, 33] . Interestingly, oligodendrocyte differentiation can be induced by overexpression of the proneural transcription factor Ascl1 [34, 35] or by deletion of neurofibromin 1 (Nf1) [36] and also in vitro when co-cultured with neurons [37] . Adult DG NSCs are a heterogeneous population and include radial and nonradial NSCs that shuttle between active and quiescent states. Both radial and non-radial DG NSCs express Hes5 and therefore have active Notch signaling that control the balance between proliferation and differentiation [8, 38] .
How lineage fate restriction is achieved and whether different NSC pool can differentially regulate their own fates was still unknown. Interestingly we found that in the adult hippocampus Drosha is expressed by most cells including radial and nonradial NSCs. We found that knockout of Drosha from Hes5 expressing NSCs negatively impacted the number of NSC/progenitors, neuroblasts and newborn neurons in the adult DG. Due to the loss of NSCs and aberrant differentiation in the DG of Drosha conditional knockout (cKO) mice, we examined cell fate in detail and observed that a significant proportion of the NSC-derived newborn cells in the granule cell layer expressed Olig2 and Sox10, markers of oligodendrocyte progenitor cells. Hence, loss of Drosha induced a surprising fate switch in DG NSCs to the oligodendrocyte lineage. Taken together the data demonstrate that Drosha is essential to maintain NSCs and neurogenesis in the adult DG and loss of Drosha forces NSCs to leave the stem cell pool and produce oligodendrocytes. Interestingly, we found that only when we targeted gene deletion to radial NSCs with adenoviruses expressing Creexpression under the control of the gfap promoter [39] did we observe a reduction in the progenitor pool and neuroblasts. Indeed, deletion of Drosha from active proliferative NSCs/progenitors did not result in a reduction of the stem cell pool and oligodendrocytic fate commitment thus indicating that radial quiescent NSCs are preferentially affected by the fate-switching Drosha deletion. Furthermore, S100␤ + parenchymal astrocytes were increased in the granule cell layer of the Drosha cKO DG at the expense of neurons. Together the data suggest that Drosha regulates neurogenesis and that Drosha-deficient NSCs may prematurely differentiate into glia at the expense of neurons, a process observed during aging and NSC exhaustion [32] .
Drosha is a central component of the miRNA biogenesis pathway and Dicer regulates mature miRNA production downstream of Drosha. When we deleted Dicer (Dicer cKO) from DG NSCs, this did not affect the progenitor pool and caused a minor decrease in neuroblasts consistent with the demonstrated role of Dicer in neuronal survival and maturation [40] . Interestingly, we found that deletion of Dicer did not induce oligodendrocytic differentiation of DG NSCs suggesting that Drosha but not Dicer inhibits oligodendrocyte differentiation from adult DG NSCs in vivo. This also indicate that the mechanism of induced fate switching caused by the loss of Drosha does not involve miRNAs as Dicer is critical for miRNA maturation. Furthermore, comparison of Drosha-and Dicer-deficient NSCs did not reveal significant changes in miRNA profile, suggesting that the miRNAs are relatively stable and that Microprocessor-induced phenotypes are miRNA-independent.
We and others have shown that Drosha can bind and cleave hairpin loops in mRNAs and regulate their expression [21, 28, 41] . Nuclear factor I family transcription factors (NFIA, B, C,X) are crucial during embryonic development and in the adult brain [42] . NFIB influences stem cell maintenance and differentiation in several tissues, including in the SVZ, as part of a cross-regulatory network together with Pax6/Brg1 [43, 44] . In addition, NFIB can repress Notch signaling in embryonic hippocampal NSCs by repressing Hes1 promoter activity [45] . NFIB knockout mice exhibit severe defects in corpus callosum, the major white matter tract of the brain, consistent with defects in oligodendrocyte development [46] . In silico analysis (Evofold) [23] revealed two evolutionarily conserved hairpins in the mRNA of NFIB, a short sized of 20 base hairpin in 5'UTR (5'UTR HP) and a longer hairpin of 83 bases in the 3'UTR (3'UTR HP). We found that Drosha directly regulates the stability of NFIB mRNA in the DG NSCs. We performed cross-linked immunoprecipitation (CLIP) for endogenous Drosha protein and found that Drosha binds both the 5' and 3' UTR HP in NFIB mRNA in DG NSCs. Furthermore, we showed that only Drosha interaction with the 3'UTR HP and not with the 5'UTR HP in NFIB mRNAs resulted also in mRNA cleavage. Our results also demonstrated that Drosha ablation induced an accumulation of NIFB mRNA, thus indicating that Drosha down regulates the transcripts in DG NSCs. In line with this, single-cell transcriptomic data of adult DG NSCs revealed that NFIB is absent from radial NSCs and is upregulated in the late progeny, thus indicating that NFIB needs to be downregulated in NSCs to prevent aberrant differentiation and NSC exhaustion [47] .
In summary, we found that Drosha regulates NFIB mRNA levels in DG NSCs and that NFIB accumulation leads to oligodendrocyte differentiation in Drosha cKO NSCs. As a result, DG NSCs retain both Drosha function and blockade of oligodendrocytic differentiation. When we ablated Drosha from DG NSCs in vitro and simultaneously prevented NFIB mRNA accumulation by a RNAi knockdown approach, we reduced oligodendrocytic differentiation of Drosha cKO NSCs and these rescued NSCs adopted neuronal and astrocytic fates. Therefore, Drosha negatively regulates DG NSC differentiation towards an oligodendrocytic fate by suppressing NFIB mRNA levels (Fig. 1) .
CONCLUSION
Neurogenesis is controlled by a hypostable transcriptome [48] . Post-transcriptional gene regulatory mechanisms ensure constant and rapid adaptation of NSCs during brain development and in the adult. How hippocampal NSC lineage potential is restricted has been a fundamental question in developmental biology and adult neurogenesis. Findings over the last few years uncovered different and unexpected noncanonical roles of the RNAseIII Drosha.
We identified a novel non-canonical Drosha regulation of the adult stem fate through a niche independent intrinsic pathway. Our findings show that Drosha sustains hippocampal neurogenesis and represses oligodendrocyte production from DG NSCs. Drosha regulates NSC differentiation in the adult hippocampus at least partially through a miRNA-independent, intrinsic cell fate program. Moreover, we identified the transcription factor NFIB as a direct target of Drosha and showed that the blockade of NFIB expression is necessary for inhibiting oligodendrocyte formation in DG NSCs in vitro. Thus, hippocampal NSCs retain the potential to generate all three cell-lineages of the brain but an intrinsic Drosha-mediated regulation restricts their differentiation potential in vivo.
It still remains to be understood how Droshamediated post-transcriptional regulation of mRNA stability is achieved and how Drosha can specifically target mRNAs of the pro-neurogenic factor Ngn2 and NeuroD1 in embryonic NSCs and of NFIB in adult NSCs. It is possible that the activity of Drosha is regulated through interaction with RNA binding proteins that mediate the recognition specific mRNA targets in a cell-specific and developmentally regulated fashion. There is evidence that the interaction between Drosha and TDP-43 but not DCGR8 mRNA is required for Drosha-dependent cleavage of Ngn2 mRNA in vitro [49] . Future studies will elucidate how different Microprocessor complexes are assembled to obtain RNA target regulation.
Our findings could have wider implications for understanding how stem and progenitors cells regulate their own differentiation and fate at the post-transcriptional level. The identification of noncanonical functions for the Microprocessor complex opens new perspectives in the field of neural stem cell biology. Further analysis will aim to provide new insights into the complex role of the Microprocessor in controlling gene expression during neurogenesis.
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